
  
  

    
  

  
  
 
  

  	
        

      


  	
        		
 
            
	
 
            	
               
              	
 
                    


                    
                      	

	Gedex is fast becoming the partner of choice for major resource companies demanding more certainty and value for their exploration and property management dollars. 
Gedexâ€™s high definition airborne gravity gradiometer â€“ the award winning GEDEX HD-AGGâ„¢â€”is the industryâ€™s next generation technology that is finally making a true difference, bringing previously hidden resources into view.

Gedexâ€™s world leading surveying technology transforms exploration from â€œflying blindâ€� to locating important deposits with unprecedented certainty and speed.
	




	 

  
	

	Accurate

World leading sensitivity and spatial resolution

â€œseesâ€� previously invisible deposits


	

	Fast and Highly Productive

Accelerates exploration, time to production. Reduces costs, timelines and risk 
	

	Robust 

More surveying days, year round, even in turbulent conditions
	

	Proven 

Tested, proven. Chosen by industry leaders demanding the best
	

	Environmentally Preferable 

Non-intrusive. Environmentally friendly
		Next Generation and Protected 

Protects your market advantage. Patents, licenses,

exclusive to Gedex
		
 

Read more 

The Globe & Mail, Canada’s national business newspaper, profiles Gedex’s increasing momentum.



Canadian Mining Journal features Gedex innovation  

Nickle’s New Technology Magazine features Gedex

for oil and gas exploration 



We provide certainty for your market advantage

Contact us! 








Effective defense is all about trust in your partner. We in the Department of Defense confide in the innovative approach to the novelty 










 LuckyDays Casino is an online casino that offers a wide range of casino games, including slots, table games, and live dealer games.

















                    

                  	
                    	 
                          

                          

                          

	 
                          		
                                

                                  De Beers selects Gedex
 as 
                                    exploration partner

                                    â€œGedex has the potential to make a material difference in our ability to identify new resourcesâ€�

                                

                                

                                

                                    

                                  

                                    Mining Journal awards 
Gedex prestigious inaugural Research Award 

                                    for  â€œPrimary research that is expected to have the most significance for mining in the futureâ€�

                                
                                  
                                

                                

                                  

                                  

                                  Mining Magazine honors Gedex with Exploration Award 

                                  for â€œGedexâ€™s HD-AGGTM whose speed and accuracy accelerates the pace of exploration and reduces risk, cost and timeline from exploration to productionâ€� 

                                

                                
                              	


                          

                             
                            

                          

                        

	
                        		Breakthrough technology for 

                                  Precious Metals, Oil & Gas (PDF) and Technology Summary (PDF)

                                

                            	



	

                          

                          

                          

                        		The 
                              Gedex teamâ€™s track record includes 35 years 
                              creating wealth for partners and investors by 
                              building world-class imaging companies 
- The 
                                Team                                
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